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NSPT-LOCKS Inches

METRIC SIZES INCHES INCHES

No.x TypeSize d D L1 L2 LSL E

Mt
ft-lb Ms

ft-lb

Axial
force lb

PW
psi

PN
psi

LOCKING SCREW

* For unlisted diameters please contact NSPT

T NSPT-LOCKS

6
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5. Settlement for the surface roughness and

    dimension tolerance

6. Installation and disassembling for NSPT-LOCKS Type T.3. Calculation for the hub diameter

Da     D Ο~b+Ka.Ph
Ο~b - Ka.Ph

4. Calculation for the inside diameter of hollow shaft

Da--outside diameter of hub  mm
D--inside diameter of hub  mm
Ph--surface pressures on hub Mpa
Ο~b--tensile strength of material
Ka--It should be 0.6 for single CAPT lock, it will be 0.8 when two
NSPT locks or more are installed together

dB--inside diameter of hollow shaft mm
d--outside diameter of hollow shaft mm
6b--tensile strength of shaft material Mpa
Ps--pressure on the surface of shaft Mpa

dB     d Ο~b - 2xPs .K3
 Ο~b

Fitting Section Surface Roughness Dimension Precision

Shaft Diameter d h8

Bore Diameter D H8

Ra(um)

1.6

1.6

Ka=0.8
B>2L

Ka=0.8
B<2L

Key Elements for Designing and Calculation  of T NSPT-LOCKS
1. Determine max torque needed and max axial load

2. Calculate synthetic load and transmitted torque

Mmax = 30000H . K(N m)

Fmax =F.K

Mmax Mh

π.n

H--Transmission power KW
n--Rotational speed  r/min
F--nominal axial force N
K--coefficient needed

Used coefficient sheet for K

Mmax--Required transmitted torque Nm
Fmax--Required transmitted axial force N
Mh--synthetic transmitted torque Nm
d--Transmission shaft diameter mm
Mt--NSPT LOCK rated transmitted torque Nm

No shock load, transmitting with little inertia 1.5- 2.5

Slight shock load,transmitting with middle inertia 2.0- 4.0

Big shock load, transmitting with heavy inertia 3.0- 5.0

d .Fmax2

Mh=  M2
max+(d xFmax)2

2

Mt     Mh can be used
Mt<Mh need bigger type of NSPT lock or to be installed by two
NSPT locks or more together
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To disassemble, take off all tightening bolts. Insert the 

unloading bolts into the unloading tap holes and tighten them.

NSPT lock can then be loosened and separated from the hub 

and shaft.

When using in pairs and 
mounted with hubs, it can 
replace couplings in 
some cases.

When installing without 
locating rings, the inner 
r ing moves in axial 
direction while tightening.

When installing with 
locating rings, the outer 
r ing moves in axial 
direction while tightening.

Installed with counter bored
hubs. The NSPT-LOCKS
can be completely installed
into the hub.

Symmetrical installation of
paired NSPT-LOCKS on both
sides for greater power

While installed with cams, the 
posit ion and angle of the 
cams can be adjusted at will.

Conversion:1 inch=25.40mm

1 ft-Ibs. = 0.1382 kgf.m = 1.3550 N.m
1 Psi = 0.0007 kgf/mm2 = 0.0069 Mpa

Conversion

Tighten the bolts one by one until all of them reach the 

specified torques. After the installation, inspect the runouts 

as shown above. The run out A Should be less than 0.05mm 

and B should be less than 0.002Rmm.


